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ABSTRACT

The relationship between theAgulhas Current and theAgulhas leakage is not well understood. Here, this is

investigated using two basin-scale and two global ocean models of incrementally increasing resolution. The

response of the Agulhas Current is evaluated under a series of sensitivity experiments, in which idealized

anomalies, designed to geometrically modulate zonal trade wind stress, are applied across the Indian Ocean

Basin. The imposed wind stress changes exceed plus or minus two standard deviations from the annual-mean

trade winds and, in the case of intensification, are partially representative of recently observed trends. The

Agulhas leakage is quantified using complimentary techniques based on Lagrangian virtual floats and

Eulerian passive tracer flux. As resolution increases, model behavior converges and the sensitivity of the

leakage to Agulhas Current transport anomalies is reduced. In the two eddy-resolving configurations tested,

the leakage is insensitive to changes in Agulhas Current transport at 328S, though substantial eddy kinetic

energy anomalies are evident. Consistent with observations, the position of the retroflection remains stable.

The decoupling of Agulhas Current variability from the Agulhas leakage suggests that while correlations

between the two may exist, they may not have a clear dynamical basis. It is suggested that present and future

Agulhas leakage proxies should be considered in the context of potentially transient forcing regimes.

1. Introduction

South of Africa, the Agulhas Current (AC) retroflects,

turning sharply eastward and flowing back into the Indian

Ocean. The Agulhas leakage (AL), a collective term for

waters that persist into the South Atlantic after ejection

from this retroflection, forms a key link in the warm-water

route of the global thermohaline circulation (Beal et al.

2011; Gordon 1986). Long-term variability in the ex-

change of these waters may have consequences for the

interdecadal strength of the Atlantic meridional over-

turning circulation (Weijer et al. 2002; Biastoch et al.

2008b) and possibly plays a role in the termination of

glacial phases (Peeters et al. 2004). Leakage magnitude is

mediated by the dynamics of the greater Agulhas system,

under the influence of the large-scale winds (de Ruijter

et al. 1999; Biastoch et al. 2008c; Rouault et al. 2009; van

Sebille et al. 2009; Zharkov and Nof 2008). Reanalysis

products show that Indian Ocean trade winds have
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recently intensified (Backeberg et al. 2012). However,

an unclear western boundary response during this period

(Biastoch et al. 2009b; Rouault et al. 2009) suggests a

need to clarify the response of the Agulhas Current and

leakage to trade wind variability.

Agulhas leakage predominantly occurs via rings, oc-

cluded from the retroflection at a rate of 5 61 yr21

(Schouten et al. 2002), with secondary contributions

from cyclonic eddies (Hall and Lutjeharms 2011) and

filaments (Lutjeharms and Cooper 1996; Whittle et al.

2008). These contribute to a turbulent Cape Basin that

is difficult to measure directly. Consequently, leakage

observations are highly variable at 2–15 Sverdrups (Sv;

1 Sv [ 106m3 s21) (de Ruijter et al. 1999; Richardson

2007). In contrast, the southern Agulhas Current is better

constrained at ;70Sv (Bryden et al. 2005). However,

theoretical arguments suggest the existence of an exploit-

able dynamical relationship between Agulhas Current

transport and downstream leakage, allowing the latter to

be inferred (Beal et al. 2009; van Sebille et al. 2010a).

The mechanistic interplay between the current and

leakage has been extensively studied using idealized

numerical simulations that focus on Agulhas retro-

flection dynamics. Using a weakly nonlinear, one-layer

model, de Ruijter (1982) argues that inertia allows the

Agulhas Current to overshoot the continental shelf

as a free jet and is critical in establishing the retro-

flection. Positive vorticity accumulation in the poleward-

flowing jet turns it eastward, forming an Agulhas Return

Current (RC) with a transport determined by the de-

crease in wind stress curl across the inertial boundary

layer. Here, a larger decrease produces a stronger re-

turn current, and in consequence, a weaker leakage.

Boudra and de Ruijter (1986) and de Ruijter and

Boudra (1985) confirm this inertial relationship in

baroclinic and barotropic cases. Subsequently, Ou and

de Ruijter (1986) show that stronger upstream trans-

port causes an earlier coastal separation and a more

eastward retroflection position. Although retroflec-

tions are possible in high-friction cases (Boudra and

Chassignet 1988; Chassignet and Boudra 1988), only

those governed by inertia are physically valid (Dijkstra

and de Ruijter 2001), as high friction produces a non-

physical barrier to interocean transport in the former

case. Recently, Le Bars et al. (2012) describe a third

regime where leakage reaches an asymptotic limit at

high wind stress due to increased cross-frontal mixing

in the return current and the southward export of Indian

Ocean waters.

Indian Ocean winds have recently undergone substan-

tial change. Reanalysis products show a positive trend

in wind stress curl between 188 and 258S from 1993 to 2009

(Backeberg et al. 2012), predominantly driven by trade

wind intensification (Han et al. 2010). Concurrently,

a strengthening (Swart and Fyfe 2012) and poleward

migration (Thompson and Solomon 2002; Gillett and

Thompson 2003) of the Southern Hemisphere westerlies

has intensified the supergyre linking the southern Indian,

South Atlantic, and South Pacific Oceans (Cai 2006).

Reanalysis-forced hindcasts, performed with high-

resolution ocean models, suggest that, post-1970, these

wind changes have driven a substantial leakage increase

(Biastoch et al. 2009b; Rouault et al. 2009), warming the

South Atlantic (Lee et al. 2011). Although both hind-

casts show a warming of the Agulhas Current in this

period, Biastoch et al. (2009b) show a weakening, while

Rouault et al. (2009) record a strengthening Agulhas

Current. Analyzing the Biastoch et al. (2009b) simulation,

van Sebille et al. (2009) argue that the anticorrelation be-

tween reduced current strength and increased leakage

has a dynamical basis, following the inertial outcropping

mechanismofOu and deRuijter (1986).However,Ou and

de Ruijter (1986) do not discuss leakage in their idealized

study, and altimetry suggests that the position of the ret-

roflection has remained constant since 1992 (Dencausse

et al. 2010; Backeberg et al. 2012).

Notably, the Biastoch et al. (2009b) and Rouault et al.

(2009) hindcasts apply different reanalysis forcing. Su-

perimposed trade and westerly wind signals may pro-

duce nonlinear effects that are difficult to disentangle.

In this context, investigating a dynamical link between

the Agulhas Current and leakage is problematic as re-

sponses to upstream transport changes cannot be readily

isolated from westerly induced effects farther south.

Using similar models to this study, Durgadoo et al.

(2013) show a strong leakage response to changes in

westerly wind strength. However, inertial arguments

suggest that Agulhas Current transport may also influ-

ence leakage. As recent observations show that trade

winds, which partially drive current strength, are in-

tensifying, two questions become apparent. First, how

does the Agulhas Current respond to trade wind–driven

variability? Second, what are the consequences for

Agulhas leakage?

Here, using four ocean models of increasing hori-

zontal resolution, we test the sensitivity of the greater

Agulhas Current system to changes in the trade wind

stress that mirror and exceed the recent trends seen

in the reanalysis products (Backeberg et al. 2012). We

demonstrate that the inertia of the Agulhas Current,

driven by these changes, has a minimal influence on the

magnitude of the Agulhas leakage, a ‘‘decoupling’’ that

becomes more pronounced as resolution increases. We

conclude that, in the eddy-resolving simulations tested

here, the upstream transport of the Agulhas Current

may not be a reliable proxy for the Agulhas leakage.
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2. Methods

a. Modifying trade wind stress

Between 1993 and 2009, reanalysis products show

a positive trend in wind stress curl between 108 and 268S
(Backeberg et al. 2012, their supplemental materials),

driven by trade wind intensification (Han et al. 2010).

Although this variability influences Agulhas Current

transport (Rouault et al. 2009), the effect on the leakage

is unknown. To investigate this response we developed

a series of anomalies that modify the winds between

the equator and 32.58S, which we assume as the trade

winds. The anomalies are based on the zonally averaged

zonal wind stress from 208 to 1158E, as extracted from

a climatological reference run forced with the Co-

ordinated Ocean–Ice Reference Experiments, version

2b (CORE v.2b), normal-year surface fluxes (Large and

Yeager 2009). The anomalies are designed to geo-

metrically modulate zonal trade wind stress strength by

620% and640% (Fig. 1). The meridional wind stress is

unchanged. The 620% anomalies cause a change in

wind stress curl approximate to the standard deviation

of the annual-mean value seen in the CORE v.2b 1948–

2007 winds (Fig. 1c). The anomalies are applied across

the Indian Ocean Basin at every model time step (Fig.

1d). The drag coefficient and heat exchanges remain

unaffected. Thus, only the dynamical effects of the

modulated winds are considered.

FIG. 1. Zonal averages of (a) zonal wind stress anomalies, (b) zonal wind stress, and (c) zonal wind stress curl for the trade wind

sensitivity experiments. No anomaly is applied outside of the gray dashed lines. The black line describes the 20-yr mean climatological

reference value. The gray shaded area in (b) and (c) covers the annual std dev in the 1948–2007 wind stress curl extracted from the

ARC112i hindcast. (d) The full extent of the AGIO and ARC112 parent domain is shown by the large black box. Anomalies are applied

over the area shown in color; AGIOm40 is shown in this case. The contours and vectors show the magnitude and direction of the AGIOr

wind stress. The extent of the ARC112 high-resolution nest is shown by the small black box. The ACB, SEMCD, and MZCR sections are

derived fromBryden et al. (2005), Donohue and Toole (2003), andRidderinkhof and deRuijter (2003), respectively, and are used tomake

comparisons with observations (Table 3).
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b. Models

Previous studies linking the Agulhas Current and

leakage in a realistic ocean use single simulations. To

increase robustness, four separate model configurations

are used in this study (summarized in Table 1). AGIO

andARC112 are based on the Regional OceanModeling

System (ROMS) (Shchepetkin and McWilliams 2005).

ORCA05 and INALT01 are constructed using the Nu-

cleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO)

platform. Both ROMS and NEMO have shown pre-

vious successes in appropriately representing the greater

Agulhas system in the Southern Africa Experiment

(SAfE) (Penven et al. 2006a) and AG01 configurations

(Biastoch et al. 2009a), respectively. AGIO and ARC112

are discussed fully below. ORCA05 and INALT01 are

described by Durgadoo et al. (2013).

1) BASIN-SCALE MODELS

ROMS is a split-explicit, free-surface, ocean-only

model, discretized in coastline- and terrain-following

curvilinear coordinates (Shchepetkin and McWilliams

2005).Higher-order numerics and a third-order, upstream-

biased advection scheme preserve steep density gra-

dients and reduce dispersion, enhancing the precision

for a given resolution (Shchepetkin and McWilliams

2005). Subgrid-scale vertical mixing is governed by

a nonlocal, K-profile parameterization (KPP) scheme

(Large et al. 1994). The bottom boundary layer is

determined by the KPP (Large et al. 1994), and a

quadratic bottom drag is applied. Excess western

boundary current (WBC) variability is selectively damped

via a horizontal viscosity parameterizationAh (Chassignet

and Garraffo 2001; Penven et al. 2006b; Smagorinsky

1963), where Dx/Dy are the zonal and meridional

scales [(1)]:

Ah5 0:0253
DxDy

2
3 jdeformation tensorj . (1)

Lateral viscosity is zero in the model interior, but in-

creases in the sponge layer at the domain perimeter.

Here, prognostic variables are connected to the external

conditions by an active radiation scheme (Marchesiello

et al. 2001). The solution is nudged toward data where

inflow occurs. To reduce spurious diapycnal mixing,

the diffusive component of the Rotated, Split, Upstream-

biased, 3rd Order (RSUP3) tracer advection scheme is

rotated to follow geopotentials (Marchesiello et al. 2009).

The parameterization of lateral friction alongside walls

(free slip/no slip) is known to have a dramatic influence in

z-coordinate models in the region (Quartly et al. 2013).

This is not relevant in the case of s-coordinate models,

because the interaction with varying bottom topography

does not involve lateral walls in this case.

AGIO is an extension of the SAfE configuration

(Penven et al. 2006a), constructed using ROMSTOOLS

(Penven et al. 2008). The 1/48C grid domain spans the

Indian Ocean Basin from 48.258S to 78N and 298W to

1158E (Fig. 1d), capturing the mean zero line of wind

stress curl (Fig. 1c) and subtropical front (STF). AGIO

simulates the prominent features and mesoscale vari-

ability of the Indian Ocean and is considered eddy

permitting at the latitude of the retroflection, where the

grid scale is comparable to the first Rossby radius of

deformation (;30 km; Chelton et al. 1998). The Indo-

nesian archipelago is partially masked due to numerical

instabilities in the sponge layer in the shelf seas. How-

ever, the Timor Sea remains open allowing for a realistic

Indonesian Throughflow (ITF). To reduce pressure

gradient errors, the bathymetry h, derived from 10

General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO;

http://www.gebco.net), is bilinearly interpolated onto

the grid and smoothed according to keep a slope pa-

rameter r less than a value of r0 5 0.2 [(2)] (Haidvogel

and Beckmann 1999):

r5
(h1(1/2) 2 h2(1/2))

(h1(1/2) 1 h2(1/2))
. (2)

The vertical resolution is described by 32 s-coordinate

levels, which follow the bathymetry and are stretched

toward the surface. Topography is smoothed toward the

boundary condition bathymetry in the sponge layer. At

the surface, AGIO is bulk forced (Fairall et al. 1996) with

the CORE v.2b variables. No nudging occurs within the

interior of the domain, and sea surface temperature and

salinity can evolve freely. AGIO has a 200-km sponge

layer, in which viscosity linearly increases to 1000m2 s21.

A Laplacian background diffusivity of 100m2 s21 is ap-

plied to the tracers.

ARC112 is identical to AGIO, but uses the Adaptive

Grid Refinement in Fortran (AGRIF; Debreu et al.

2008) routine to enable a two-way, 1/128 eddy-resolving

TABLE 1. Overview of the models used.

Configuration Model Resolution

Grid

spacing

at 328S (km)

ORCA05 NEMO; global 1/28 ;45

AGIO ROMS; basin scale 1/48 ;23

INALT01 NEMO; global

(nested)

1/28 (1/108) ;9

ARC112 ROMS; basin scale

(nested)

1/48 (1/128) ;7.5
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nest over the retroflection region (Fig. 1d). Laplacian

tracer diffusivity is zero within the nest. The two-way

nest allows communication of the child ocean dynamics

to the parent domain. Previous work suggests that source

region eddies play a role in determining the timing of

ring occlusion events (Penven et al. 2006b; Biastoch

et al. 2008c). AGIO captures the mesoscale variability of

the source regions, justifying the latitudinal extent of the

ARC112 nest.

Initial and boundary conditions for AGIO andARC112

are drawn from associated ORCA05 experiments

(Table 2). All configurations undergo a primary, 30-yr

spinup. In sensitivity experiments, anomalies, applied at

every time step, are linearly ramped in over year 31.After

an anomaly spinup period (year 32–40), during which the

experiments reach a steady state, the five daily outputs

from years 41 to 60 are analyzed. Interannual boundary

conditions (where interannual is indicated by a suffix i)

are drawn from the ORCA05i run.

To test the sensitivity to the large-scale dynamics at the

open boundaries, we perform a secondary set of experi-

ments with variable boundary conditions. These are taken

from the ORCA05r, ORCA05p40, and ORCA05m40

experiments, and are referred to as AGBC in Table 2

(where climatological is indicated by a suffix r). Here,

the appropriate trade wind anomaly is applied

at initialization, and the analysis is performed after

a 20-yr spinup period.

2) GLOBAL MODELS

ORCA05 is an established coarse-resolution, global,

ocean-only model configuration that successfully repro-

duces the ocean circulation at the large scale (Biastoch

et al. 2008a). It is based on version 3.1.1 of the NEMO

code (Madec 2008) and includes the Louvain-la-Neuve

Sea Ice Model, version 2 (LIM2) (Fichefet and Maqueda

1997). The tripolar grid with a Mercator grid south of

208N has a nominal horizontal resolution of 1/28. Verti-

cally, 46 z levels are used, with partial cells in the bottom

level to better represent the topography. A free-slip

condition is used at the lateral boundaries.

INALT01 (Durgadoo et al. 2013) is an update of the

AG01 configuration (Biastoch et al. 2009a). It consists of

a parent model identical to ORCA05, but includes

a regional nest, extending from 508S to 88N and 708W to

708E at 1/108 horizontal resolution. Nest embedding is

accomplished using the previously described AGRIF

approach. INALT01 is eddy resolving, promoting

TABLE 2. Summary of sensitivity experiments performed and the changes applied to the zonal trade wind stress (ztws). CNY refers to

the CORE v.2b normal-year forcing fields and CI refers to the analogous 1948–2007 annually varying fields (Large and Yeager 2009).

Unless otherwise specified, theORCA05monthly climatology (ORCA05r) is based on years 1–60 of the reference run. The suffixes i and r

indicate the interannual and climatological reference runs, respectively.

Expt Forcing/anomaly Boundary conditions Analysis period

ORCA05r CNY Not applicable 41–60

ORCA05i CI Not applicable 1992–2007

ORCAp40 CNY 40% stronger ztws Not applicable 41–60

ORCAp20 CNY 20% stronger ztws Not applicable 41–60

ORCAm20 CNY 20% weaker ztws Not applicable 41–60

ORCAm40 CNY 40% weaker ztws Not applicable 41–60

AGIOr CNY ORCA05r 41–60

AGIOi CI ORCA05i 1948–2007 1992–2007

AGIOp40 CNY 40% stronger ztws ORCA05r 41–60

AGIOp20 CNY 20% stronger ztws ORCA05r 41–60

AGIOm20 CNY 20% weaker ztws ORCA05r 41–60

AGIOm40 CNY 40% weaker ztws ORCA05r 41–60

AGBCr CNY ORCA05r (41–60) 21–40

AGBCp40 CNY 40% stronger ztws ORCAp40r (41–60) 21–40

AGBCm40 CNY 40% weaker ztws ORCAm40r (41–60) 21–40

INALT01r CNY Not applicable 41–60

INALT01i CI Not applicable 1992–2007

INALT01p40 CNY 40% stronger ztws Not applicable 41–60

INALT01m40 CNY 40% weaker ztws Not applicable 41–60

ARC112r CNY ORCA05r 41–60

ARC112i CI ORCA05i 1948–2007 1992–2007

ARC112p40 CNY 40% stronger ztws ORCA05r 41–60

ARC112m40 CNY 40% weaker ztws ORCA05r 41–60
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a realistic rendering of the greaterAgulhas system.As in

the basin-scale models, surface fluxes for ORCA05 and

INALT01 come from the CORE v.2b dataset.

c. Agulhas leakage quantification

Quantifying Agulhas leakage in the turbulent Cape

Basin is challenging. Many attempts use a Lagrangian

approach, seeding floats in the Agulhas Current and

collecting across a nominal leakage section (Speich et al.

2001; Doglioli et al. 2006; Biastoch et al. 2008c, 2009b;

van Sebille et al. 2009). By design, this defines leakage as

the proportion of Agulhas Current waters exported into

the Atlantic. This approach, while flexible, typically

excludes diffusive processes, and offline calculations

possibly sacrifice precision in turbulent regions.

Eulerian approaches face similar limitations. Typi-

cally, appropriate fluxes can only be sampled by im-

posing water mass criteria or by adjusting the extent of

the sampling transect. This is a substantial problem in

eddy-rich regions, and Eulerian estimates of flux across

the GoodHope (GH) line (Swart et al. 2008) may sub-

stantially underestimate leakage (van Sebille et al.

2010b). To minimize ambiguity, we compare a Lagrang-

ian approach with Eulerian leakage estimates derived

from an online passive tracer that explicitly labels Indian

Ocean water masses, removing the need for arbitrary

criteria based on tracer properties or transect extent.

Lagrangian fluxes (indicated by a subscript L)

are obtained from the ARIANE package (ARIANE

v2.2.6; http://www.univ-brest.fr/lpo/ariane/) (Blanke

and Raynaud 1997). Floats are dropped along an

Agulhas Current section at 328S ACL, which stretches

from the coast to the longitude of first recirculation.

They are collected across the sections shown in Fig. 2a,

with leakage ALL measured across the GH line. The

software automatically determines the number of floats

released according to the current transport. Floats, each

representing 0.1 Sv, are dropped at five daily intervals

across a single year and integrated for a further 4 yr,

producing annual transport estimates for each section.

After a 5-yr integration period, only 0.3%of floats remain

within the control volume (Fig. 2b), defined as the area

bounded by the transects in Fig. 2a.

Eulerian transports (indicated by a subscript E) are

calculated from the passive tracer flux across the Agulhas

Current ACE and Cape Basin ALE transects (Fig. 2c).

The tracer is nudged to one to the east of 708E, indicating
100% Indian Ocean waters, and to zero west of 208W,

representing Atlantic waters. Between these boundaries

it is free to evolve through advection and diffusion. The

tracer is initialized with the model and reaches equilib-

rium during the primary and anomaly spinup periods.

Annual means are constructed from five daily fluxes.

d. Vorticity balance

To investigate retroflection behavior, we average 5 yr

of the ARC112 horizontal momentum equation ten-

dency terms. Taking the curl, and integrating over depth

H, we derive the vertical average of the equation for the

vertical component of vorticity [(3)]:

FIG. 2. (a) A schematic representation of the trajectories of particles released across the Agulhas Current. Lagrangian flux estimates for

the Agulhas Current, leakage, return current, and subtropical front are measured across the ACL, ALL, RCL, and STFL transects. The

ACL transect follows the path of theGH line (Swart et al. 2008). (b) The float capture times for 5-yr Lagrangian virtual float integrations in

dashed lines for AGIOr and solid lines for ARC112r. (c) The five daily snapshots of the passive tracer Tp field of ARC112r at 100m. The

tracer field is free to evolve between 208Wand 708E, where it is nudged to 0 and 1, respectively. Eulerian estimates for theAgulhas Current

and leakage are calculated across the ACE and ALE sections.
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1

H

ð0
2H
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$3Horizontal Mixing(HMIX)

.

(3)

Here, u (uh) is the (horizontal) velocity vector, z and w

are the vertical coordinate and velocity, f is the Coriolis

parameter, k is the vertical unity vector, and Ay/Ah are

the vertical/horizontal turbulent mixing coefficients.

Because of the vertical integral, VMIX is the difference

between thewind stress curl and the verticalmixing flux at

the bottom of the layer, which should be small at 1000m.

The$3Coriolis term is separated into planetary advection

[b effect (BETAV)] [(4)] and vortex stretching (VSTR)

[(5)] contributions. For precision, we diagnose the latter

from the difference between the b effect and $ 3 Coriolis

terms. The ADV and HMIX terms represents relative

vorticity advection and viscous stress curl, respectively:

2b

H

ð0
H
y dz and (4)

f

H

ð0
H

›w

›z
dz (5)

e. Deriving the retroflection position

Retroflection extent is derived via a sea surface height

(SSH) contour, tracked through the five daily fields

[following Backeberg et al. (2012)]. The contour value is

determined from the mean SSH spanning 308–32.58S,
288–32.58E, capturing the upstream Agulhas Current

where the flow is less turbulent (Fig. 3). To capture the

FIG. 3. Spatial extent of the retroflection position derived from the five daily SSHs for 1992–

2007 (shading).Gray contours represent bathymetry at 500-m depth intervals, with the thick gray

line following the 500-m isobath. The thick black contour shows the model retroflection path for

(a) AGIOi and (b) ARC112i as derived from the mean SSH for the period. The thin line shows

the mean retroflection path similarly derived for Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of

Satellite Oceanographic data (AVISO). The dashed transect shows the GH line.
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inshore current edge, the mean value is considered

where 200 , h , 1500m. The westernmost contour

value is taken as the maximum loop extent. Retroflec-

tion positions are spatially binned into 1/28 longitudinal
boxes, producing a zonal probability density function for

each experiment.

f. Evaluation of models

The mean SSH for 1992–2007 suggests that all inter-

annual simulations exhibit a large-scale circulation con-

sistentwith altimetry (Fig. 4). TheAgulhas Current draws

waters from the Southeast Madagascar Current (SEMC)

and Mozambique Channel (MZC), with measured

transports of 20–30 (Donohue and Toole 2003; Nauw

et al. 2008) and 16.7 Sv (Ridderinkhof and de Ruijter

2003; van der Werf et al. 2010), respectively. Simulated

SEMC transport compares well with observations, while

MZC fluxes are higher (Table 3). Farther downstream,

simulated Agulhas Current transports of 65.5–76.9 Sv are

broadly consistent with the 69.7 Sv observed at 328S
(Bryden et al. 2005) [updated to 78.6 Sv by Biastoch et al.

(2009a)]. Transports in the ARC112r and ARC112i are

similar, though less variable in the former due to a shorter

sampling period and lack of interannual variability.

Increasing the spatial resolution has a clear effect on

the Agulhas leakage magnitude (Table 3). At lower

resolution, ORCA05i and AGIOi record 25.8 and

32.7 Sv, respectively. Consequently, AGIOi deviates

fromobservations in theAgulhasReturn Current, which

is weaker and less coherent than observed (Boebel et al.

2003) (Fig. 4). In comparison, INALT01i and ARC112i
record leakage values of 15.9 and 18.9 Sv, closer to the

15 Sv observed from drifter paths (Richardson 2007).

Eddy kinetic energy (EKE) patterns (Fig. 4) suggest

that AGIOi, ARC112i, and INALT01i capture the me-

soscale variability inherent to theAgulhas source regions.

High EKE values in the MZC reflect the appropri-

ate formation of anticyclonic eddies, a consequence

of the presence of Madagascar (Penven et al. 2006b;

Ridderinkhof and de Ruijter 2003). South of Mada-

gascar, EKE is lower than observed, suggesting that eddy

formation in the SEMC (de Ruijter et al. 2004; Siedler

et al. 2009) is perhaps underrepresented. Because of

the lower resolution, ORCA05i shows reduced EKE

throughout, with MZC flow represented by a weak

western boundary current as opposed to eddies.

At the retroflection, the eddying configurations show a

spatial EKE distribution close to that observed. Agulhas

rings appropriately spread across theAtlantic. The return

current EKE in ARC112i shows an improvement over

that of AGIOi. Inappropriate numerical choices can re-

sult in an unrealistic eddy train at the western boundary

or spurious upstream recirculation, expressed as high

EKE along the South African coast and upstream of the

retroflection, respectively. Neither pattern is in evidence

here. Because of the objectivemapping of the along-track

data, the observed background signal is stronger and

appears more smoothed.

Because of the low viscosity (see, e.g., HMIX in Fig. 7,

described in greater detail below) Ekman numbers in

FIG. 4. EKE for 1992–2007 from (a) ORCA05i, (b) AGIOi,

(c) INALT01i, (d) ARC112i, and (e) AVISO. EKE is calculated

from geostrophic velocities derived from the SSH. Contours show

10-cm delineations of mean SSH for this period.
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AGIOi and ARC112i are small (1.6 3 1028 and 7.7 3
1029), suggesting inertially governed retroflections

(Dijkstra and de Ruijter 2001). However, bathymetry

smoothing inAGIO reduces the protrusion of theAgulhas

Bank, allowing the current to overshoot the shelf in a

near-zonal direction (Fig. 3). Similar behavior is seen in

experiments with an excised Agulhas Bank (Speich et al.

2006). Consequently, while both models display a more

westward retroflection than observed, the retroflection in

AGIOi crosses the GH line 7% of the time.

During Lagrangian quantification, ARIANE automat-

ically removes floats counted at the GH line as leakage.

Where the retroflection extends farther westward than

this, floats cannot recirculate back into the Indian Ocean.

Eulerian fluxes do not suffer from this limitation, which

results in a discrepancy between Lagrangian (32.7Sv) and

Eulerian (26.5 Sv) leakage estimates for AGIOi. In

ARC112i, the retroflection never crosses theGH line, and

the two methods reach agreement at ;19Sv.

3. Results

a. Basin-scale circulation changes

The large-scale circulation shows well-established

tropical and subtropical gyres in all four models, with

barotropic transports of 220 and 80 Sv in ARC112r
(Fig. 5a). Away from the western boundary, gyre trans-

ports compare well with theoretical values from Sverdrup

theory. Discrepancies between barotropic and Sverdrup

transports are attributed to the influx of ;20Sv via the

ITF, evident in the streamlines entering the domain north

of Australia. The simulated ITF is slightly stronger than

the 16-Sv one observed (Godfrey 1989).

In all models, transport contributions from the source

regions reach a confluence in the northern Agulhas

Current, forming a coherent western boundary flow at

268S. Barotropic transport contours show most of this

flow reaching the retroflection. ARC112r has slightly

increased in upstream recirculation compared to its in-

terannual counterpart (Fig. 4d). This is not evident in

the other models. The incoherent transport path be-

tween the South Atlantic basin and Indian Ocean Basin

reflects the expression of Agulhas leakage via rings. The

southern branch of the supergyre is clear in the (arbi-

trary) zero-transport line spanning the domain. South of

this line, eastward transport indicates the Antarctic

Circumpolar Current (ACC).

Between the equator and 158S, strengthening trade

winds produce a more negative wind stress curl value

(Fig. 1c). The associated increase in cyclonic vorticity

input produces a stronger tropical gyre in all models,

evident in the barotropic transports ofARC112 (Figs. 5b,c).

Augmented circulation is expressed in faster flow at

100m in the South Equatorial Current (SEC), Northeast

Madagascar Current (NEMC), East African Coastal

Current (EACC), and South Equatorial Counter Current

TABLE 3. Annual mean and transports (Sv) for the interannual (suffix i; 1948–2007) and climatological (suffix r, year 41–60) reference

simulations. Annual std dev are given for the models. To match observations, the mean Agulhas Current ACB transport is calculated for

the 1995–2004 period, with five daily std dev. Transports are measured in the South East Madagascar Current SEMCD, the Mozambique

Channel MZCR, and Agulhas Return Current RCL. ACB, SEMCD, and MZCR transports are calculated across transects extracted from

the references provided (Fig. 1d). For AGIOi, ARC112r, and ARC112r southwestward transport for ACB is calculated through

a staircase section from original model velocities extracted using Physical Analysis of Gridded Ocean data (PAGO) (http://www.whoi.

edu/science/PO/pago). Agulhas leakage is quantified using Lagrangian ALL and Eulerian ALE approaches (Fig. 2). The subscripts

R/D/B on MAC/SEMC/AC are used as the transport in these columns are calculated in a manner consistent with the references given

(Ridderinkhof/Donohue/Bryden). Subscripts L and E denote transport derived from lagrangian and eulerian transport calculations,

respectively.

Configuration MZCR SEMCD ACB ALL ALE RTNL

ORCA05i 26.0 6 3.2 22.8 6 2.4 65.5 6 3.8 25.8 6 4.5 — 37.0 6 5.7

AGIOi 26.9 6 3.3 29.2 6 5.2 76.9 6 19.9 32.7 6 3.5 27.6 6 2.8 30.5 6 4.8

INALT01i 18.8 6 8.8 22.9 6 5.6 67.9 6 16.7 15.9 6 3.7 — 43.0 6 4.7

ARC112i 25.3 6 3.3 28.5 6 4.1 76.1 6 20.4 18.9 6 3.2 18.8 6 2.7 31.1 6 4.6

ARC112r 25.0 6 0.8 24.7 6 2.3 76.2 6 24.7 19.8 6 1.6 19.2 6 1.5 32 6 1.5

OBSERVED 16.7a 20.0b 69.7 6 21.5d 15.0f — 44.0g

30.0c 78.6 6 19.7e

aRidderinkhof and de Ruijter (2003) and van der Werf et al. (2010).
bDonohue and Toole (2003).
c Nauw et al. (2008).
d Bryden et al. (2005).
e Biastoch et al. (2009a).
f Richardson (2007).
g Boebel et al. (2003).
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(SECC) (Fig. 5c). A symmetrical response is seen when

the trade winds weaken (Fig. 5b).

South of 158S, increased positive wind stress curl

drives intensification in the anticyclonic transport of the

subtropical gyre in all four configurations (Fig. 5b). The

converse is seen in Fig. 5c. Strong circulation anomalies,

associated with changes in the SEMC, arise to the east

and south of Madagascar, between 268 and 308S, where
changes in the wind stress curl are most pronounced and

changes in the input of anticyclonic vorticity are greatest

(Fig. 1c). Anomalies in gyre transport become less in-

tense south of 32.58S as imposed changes in wind stress

curl are confined to latitudes north of this.

At the southern tip of Madagascar, the SEMC ex-

tends in two modes (Siedler et al. 2009). The southern

mode retroflects, connecting the SEMC to the tran-

sient, eastward-flowing, South Indian Counter Current

(SICC) through eddies, ejecting the remainder west-

ward (Siedler et al. 2006, 2009). Under intensified

trade winds, increased transport and speed between

Madagascar and the African coast at 278S (Fig. 5c)

suggest an increase in the respective proportion of

ejected waters in all configurations. Consequently, con-

tributions to the SICC decrease, producing negative

speed and transport anomalies offshore of Madagascar

at 278S.

FIG. 5. (a) The annual-mean barotropic transport for the ARC112r simulation in black con-

tours. Shading shows the Sverdrup transport, derived from the wind field for the same simu-

lation, with c 5 0 at the eastern boundary. Barotropic transports across the black transects

are shown in Table 4. Contours showing the mean barotropic transport function overlaid

on anomalies in speed at 100m, shown in color and vector, for (b) ARC112m40 and

(c) ARC112p40, respectively.
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In all models, source region transports increase with

subtropical gyre strength (Table 4). The SEMC shows a

near-linear response to changes in wind stress curl,

consistent with estimates derived from Sverdrup theory

(Fig. 5). Linear circulation changes in the MZC are less

pronounced due to the bifurcation of the NEMC at the

African coast, the mesoscale variability of the flow, and

the smaller change in wind stress curl at 138S (compared

to 278S).
Throughout, stronger source region transports are

reflected at the western boundary, where transport

and speed increase with increased wind stress curl (Figs.

5b,c; Table 4). This response is discussed later in sec-

tion 3c. In all simulations, a strengthening Agulhas

Return Current accompanied stronger WBC flow (Fig.

5c). However, the anomaly signal becomes convoluted

downstream as the return current sheds transport

(Boebel et al. 2003). None of the sensitivity experiments

show any changes in return current speed or transport

east of 858E, suggesting that adjustment to the wind

changes predominantly occurs within the Indian Ocean

Basin.

The barotropic transport of the southeast Atlantic

Ocean remains unchanged in ARC112r and INALT01.

Changes in current speed are minimal outside of the

Cape Basin. There is no significant change in either the

barotropic transport or speed of the ACC in any simu-

lation (Fig. 5).

b. Mesoscale variability

Excepting ORCA05, the SEMC, MZC, and retro-

flection regions are characterized by pronounced me-

soscale variability in all models (Fig. 4). Anomalies in

mean kinetic energy (MKE) and EKE for the ARC112

sensitivity experiments are shown in Fig. 6 and Table 5.

In general, these patterns are echoed in INALT01.

Agulhas source regions show a near-linear transport

response to increased wind stress curl in all models

(Table 4). North of Madagascar, this translates to a sym-

metrical response in MKE, with increased transport asso-

ciatedwith large positive anomalies in theNEMC(Fig. 6a).

As a consequence of the predominantly eddy-driven

flow, MKE in the MZC remains small in ARC112.

Higher MKE in INALT01 (not shown), particularly un-

der intensified winds, may be attributable to the free-

slip conditions in the channel for this model (Quartly

et al. 2013). Increased (decreased) variability in the

northern channel and Comoros Gyre occurs concurrently

with stronger (weaker) winds in both eddy-resolving

configurations, due to the increased (decreased) baro-

tropic instability associated with modified SEC transport

(Biastoch andKrauss 1999; Backeberg andReason 2010).

In contrast, the southern channel and northern Agulhas

show negative EKE anomalies when winds intensify,

possibly attributable to the eddies ejected from the SEMC

(Quartly and Srokosz 2004), or increased incorporation

of variability into the mean Agulhas. The patterns ex-

pressed under intensified winds are consistent with those

observed by Backeberg et al. (2012).

East of Madagascar, the SEMC shows strongly positive

(negative) MKE anomalies at stronger (weaker) winds,

ubiquitous across models. Offshore, anomalies of oppo-

site polarity at 288S are consistent with reduced (in-

creased) transport changes in the SICC, a consequence of

the SEMC circulation changes noted previously. How-

ever, the net effect in SEMC MKE is minimal (Table 5).

Weaker SEMC retroflections are associated with in-

creased eddy production, evident in positive EKE anom-

alies between Madagascar and the African coast, and

reduced eddy variability in the SICC (Table 5).

Flow in the stable northern Agulhas, north of 328S, is
more confined to the mean under intensified winds, ev-

ident in the positive MKE and negative EKE anomalies

seen here. Farther south, where the flow becomes more

turbulent, large positive anomalies suggest a more var-

iable Agulhas enters the retroflection region at in-

creased transport (Figs. 6a,c). In the case of weaker

winds, the offshore Agulhas shows a pronounced de-

crease in MKE and EKE, consistent with the upstream

recirculation shown in Fig. 5b.

The retroflection and Cape Basin show large changes

in EKE and MKE in all models. Positive anomalies are

associated with stronger trade winds, which suggest in-

creases in retroflection turbulence and potential changes

TABLE 4. Mean barotropic transports (Sv) for the source regions for ARC112 and INALT01 sensitivity experiments. Extraction transects

are shown in Fig. 5. AC32 refers to the transport of the Agulhas Current at 328S.

Configuration MZC DMZC SEMC DSEMC AC32 DAC32

ARC112m40 22.7 22.5 18.2 26.5 61.7 28

ARC112r 25.2 — 24.7 — 69.7 —

ARC112p40 27.4 12.2 30.1 15.4 79.0 9.3

INALT01m40 17.0 21.8 11.2 27.5 65.8 22.8

INALT01r 18.8 — 18.7 — 68.6 —

INALT01p40 20.8 12.0 23.6 14.9 71.5 2.9
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in Agulhas ring formation. Positive anomalies inAgulhas

Current MKE and retroflection EKE are reflected in

the return current, consistent with the changes in speed

and transport we noted previously in INALT01 and

ARC112 (Fig. 5c). Despite this, South Atlantic anom-

alies are low across all models [O(10) cm2 s22] outside

of the Cape Basin.

c. Western boundary responses

Linear Sverdrup theory implies that changes in wind

stress curl modulate vorticity input and should be reflected

in WBC transport. Figure 7 compares WBC transports

derived from the Sverdrup relationship, with barotropic

transports from AGIO and ARC112. As expected,

Sverdrup transport increases with latitude between 208
and 358S (Fig. 7a), a consequence of increasing wind

stress curl. Applying the 640% anomalies produces a

corresponding change in implied poleward transport

north of 32.58S. South of this, where no anomaly is

applied, transport returns to the reference value. East

of Madagascar, barotropic transports in AGIO and

ARC112 (Figs. 7b,c, respectively) follow a similar pat-

tern, showing an accumulation of poleward volume flux.

Bar plots (Fig. 7d) show the relative contributions of the

vorticity term, vertically integrated over the top 1000m

and zonally integrated across the Indian Ocean. East

of Madagascar (equatorward of 268S), the BETAV and

VMIX bars almost balance in all experiments, indicating

a Sverdrup balance between wind stress curl and plane-

tary vorticity. Low horizontal viscosity is reflected in the

small HMIX values throughout.

South of Madagascar (268S), advection of ITF waters

through the MZC disrupts the Sverdrup balance. Ad-

vection is compensated by vortex stretching between 288
and 308S. However, barotropic anomalies of 610 Sv in

AGIOandARC112are lowcomparedwith617Svdictated

by theory, attributable to eddy-mean interaction at the

boundary (Biastoch et al. 2009a). Consequently, although

barotropic transport shows a near-linear relationshipwith

wind stress curl, transport diverges from the theoretical

estimates farther south.

TABLE 5. Kinetic energy values (cm2 s22) calculated from the

five daily ARC112 SSH fields from across the retroflection

(RETRO), MZC, and SEMC boxes shown in Fig. 9. Observed

values for EKE and MKE are calculated from 7-day AVISO al-

timetry products for the 1992–2007 period.

Configuration MZCEKE/MKE SEMCEKE/MKE RETROEKE/MKE

ARC112m40 561/398 249/100 1177/330

ARC112r 616/493 234/114 1391/333

ARC112p40 699/503 191/100 1541/344

OBSERVED 521/207 421/64 928/175

FIG. 6. MKE anomalies for (a) ARC112p40 and (b) ARC112m40. EKE anomalies for (c) ARC112p40 and

(d) ARC112m40. Black contours follow the 610, 100, and 1000 cm2 s22 isolines. The light gray box delineates the

ARC112 nest boundary. Area means for the black boxes spanning the MZC and SEMC, and retroflection regions in

(a) are given in Table 5.
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Because of inertia, barotropic transport anomalies per-

sist poleward south of 328S (Figs. 7b,c). This is reflected

in the increased BETAV term, which is balanced by

vortex stretching (and advection in ARC112p40), rather

than through VMIX, which remains at a near-fixed value.

At 348S, ARC112p40 and ARC112r transports converge,

suggesting a degree of readjustment. In contrast, transport

at weaker winds is greatly reduced. In AGIO, where up-

stream recirculation occurs less frequently, the values do

not converge.

d. Agulhas leakage sensitivity

Annual-mean Lagrangian transport estimates for the

Agulhas Current and leakage are summarized in Fig. 8a.

Agulhas Current transport increases near linearly with

wind stress. ORCA05 and INALT01 show a 630-Sv

change. ARC112 andAGIO show a larger68-Sv change

that is reflected in the Eulerian transports (Fig. 8b). As

Eulerian estimates capture equator- and poleward ve-

locity components, theAgulhasUndercurrent is sampled,

producing lower transport values.

While the current response is consistent across the

models, the leakage response is not (Figs. 8a,b). At

lower resolution, ORCA05 shows an anticorrelation

between the two transports (Fig. 8a). Conversely, leak-

age in AGIO increases with wind stress (Figs. 8a,b; blue

triangles). In both cases, differences between mean

leakage values exceed the reference annual-mean stan-

dard deviation (Table 6), suggesting that internal vari-

ability cannot account for the interexperiment changes.

FIG. 7. Changes in western boundary transport with lat derived from (a) the Sverdrup relation, and barotropic transport functions for

(b) AGIO and (c) ARC112. Blue, black, and red lines represent the 240%, reference, and 140% experiments, respectively. Barotropic

transport values are calculated as the difference between themax streamfunction value within 250 km of the 500-m isobath and the coastal

value. The gray lines show the analogous quantities from the 1948–2007 interannual experiments, with the gray envelope showing the

annual std dev. (d) Relative importance of the zonally and vertically integrated vorticity balance terms are shown in the bars for selected

lat. (from left to right) BETAV, VMIX, ADV, VSTR, and HMIX. Bar colors correspond to the associated sensitivity experiment (blue,

ARC112m40; black, ARC112r; and red, ARC112p40). Gray diamonds indicate near-zero terms.
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The correlation between current and leakage seen in

AGIO is reflected in the passive tracer fluxes. The offset

in values is ascribed to the westward retroflection posi-

tion, discussed previously.

As the resolution increases, the leakage changes de-

crease and model behavior converges (Table 6). In

ARC112 and INALT01, the models that most closely

approximate observations (Fig. 4; Table 3), changes in

FIG. 8. Changes in Agulhas Current transport and leakage magnitude with trade wind stress. Annual-mean estimates derived from

(a) Lagrangian flux (all models) and (b) Eulerian passive tracer flux (for basin-scale configurations). Blue and red values correspond to the

Agulhas leakage and Agulhas Current, respectively. (c) The sum of the Lagrangian transport estimates for the Agulhas Return Current

and across the subtropical front. (d),(e) Comparison of the Eulerian transport anomalies for the Agulhas Current and leakage for the

AGIO sensitivity experiments with the transport anomalies from the variable boundary AGBC experiments (described in Table 2). The

delta values show the change on Agulhas leakage for each series (see Table 6).

TABLE 6. Summary of the changes in Agulhas Current DAC and Agulhas leakage DAL across the sensitivity experiments. SubscriptsL

and E refer to the Lagrangian and Eulerian flux estimates shown in Fig. 7. Std dev are given for the reference (ref) experiment; boldface

values indicate where this exceeds DAL (no significant change). The right-hand column shows the sensitivity of the leakage to changes in

the Agulhas Current transport.

Configuration Resolution DAC (Sv) Std dev ACref (Sv) DAL (Sv) Std dev ALref (Sv) jDAL/DACj
ORCA05L 1/28 6.2 1.2 21.9 1.7 0.31

AGIOL 1/48 15.0 2.4 3.7 1.8 0.25

AGIOE 1/48 15.1 2.7 2.9 1.5 0.20

AGBCE 1/48 10.8 2.3 21.4 1.5 0.13

INALT01L 1/108 6.2 1.8 0.3 1.9 0.05

ARC112L 1/128 16.3 2.9 1.3 1.8 0.08

ARC112E 1/128 12.6 3.8 0.9 1.8 0.07
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upstream transport are associated with minimal changes

in leakage (squares and stars in Figs. 8a,b). Inter-

experiment differences in leakage magnitude fall within

one standard deviation of the annual-mean reference

value, suggesting that differences are well within the

internal variability of the system. This decoupling is

echoed in the passive tracer values for ARC112 (Fig.

8b). Convergence of the two leakage quantification

methods suggests that Eulerian methods are valid when

Indian Ocean waters are appropriately labeled and that

any loss of Lagrangian precision is small.

Stronger Agulhas Current transports are reflected in

higher volume flux in return current and across the STF

(Fig. 8c). Transports across the STFL and RCL sections

increase with wind stress in all cases, a result that is most

pronounced in ARC112 where the largest changes in

western boundary transport occur. Although ARC112

shows a higher transport across the STF than expected

(;7.5 Sv), only 6.7% of these floats cross west of 108E,
and no substantial undersampling of the leakage occurs.

This assertion is supported by the agreement between

the Eulerian and Lagrangian leakage estimates. Rather,

it is likely that the STF section captures some of the

return current transport when meanders occur far to the

south (Fig. 3b).

Here, we focus on the Agulhas response to local- and

basin-scale processes within the Indian Ocean. However,

Durgadoo et al. (2013) show that the large scale can also

play a role in determining retroflection behavior, via

adjustment of the ACC. To test for any large-scale con-

trol over the relationship we see above, we perform

a second set of AGIO experiments where the boundary

conditions from ORCA05m40 and ORCA05p40 are ap-

plied (see Table 2; AGBC). Figures 8d and 8e compare

the transport anomalies we see in the AGIO and AGBC

sensitivity experiments. In the latter case, the leakage

response to changes in upstream inertia is further reduced

(Table 6). This suggests that climatological boundary

conditions used may cause AGIO to overestimate the

link between WBC transport and leakage. This result

is consistent with a suggested decoupling. Further, as

ARC112 shows only minimal leakage sensitivity, it seems

unlikely that boundary condition changes would modify

this result. This is supported by the preexisting agreement

between the high-resolution models.

e. Retroflection processes

Derived retroflection position distributions are shown

in Fig. 9. Note that ourmethodology returns an observed

pattern consistent with Dencausse et al. (2010), an

approximately Gaussian distribution centered around

18.58E (Fig. 9, gray bars). Applying this method to

AGIOr and ARC112r (Fig. 9, black traces), it is clear

that the former has a more prograded retroflection than

that observed, with the westward-skewed distribution

eroding the upstream maximum. In contrast, ARC112r

has a defined symmetrical peak at 158E, about which the

distribution is well constrained, more closely resembling

observations.

Although the ARC112r and AGIOr reference states

clearly differ, Agulhas transport modulation does not

drive substantial changes in retroflection distribution in

either case. Standard deviations, similar in both models,

remain broadly consistent throughout, and, inAGIO, no

shift in mean is apparent. In ARC112, increased (de-

creased) WBC transport makes upstream recirculation

events 14% (22%) more (less) likely, expressed in the

higher (lower) peak at 228S (Fig. 9b). A 18 eastward shift

in the ARC112p40 mean position is attributable to this

effect. However, retroflections predominantly still occur

around 158E throughout, with no longitudinal shift in

the dominant peak (Fig. 9b). Sporadically, large per-

turbations in the observed Agulhas Current produce

extreme retroflection events (van Aken et al. 2013).

While upstream recirculations occur in all ARC112 ex-

periments, extreme events (east of 248E) are rare, and

absent from ARC112m40, causing the large negative

anomaly in 100-m speed near ;358S seen in Fig. 5b.

Figure 10 shows the retroflection vorticity balance for

the top 300m of ARC112. In the current core, high

FIG. 9. Probability distribution of retroflection lon for (a) AGIO

and (b) ARC112 sensitivity experiments. The 1992–2007 retro-

flection position distribution for observed values derived from

AVISOaltimetry is shown in the gray bars. Colored horizontal bars

show the std dev and the dots show the mean of the distribution for

each sensitivity experiment.
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meridional velocity produces a strong b effect. In gen-

eral, this and vortex stretching are balanced by ad-

vection (Fig. 10a). The viscous stress term is small

throughout, but increases at the western boundary due

to steep topography and the Smagorinsky parameteri-

zation (Smagorinsky 1963). However, even here, HMIX

is dominated byADV,VSTR, andBETAV terms. Small

positive values of HMIX inshore of the current at the

shelf break are indicative of an inertial overshoot, con-

sistent with the Boudra and Chassignet (1988) experi-

ment E11. This effect becomes stronger as inertia

increases (Fig. 10b). Positive vortex stretching inshore

of the current is characteristic of isopycnal shoaling

(Boudra and Chassignet 1988). However, despite an

increased overshoot in ARC112p40 (Fig. 10b; HMIX),

there is an interaction with topography at the tip of the

Agulhas Bank in all experiments.

The retroflection is predominantly governed by ad-

vection and vortex stretching, with the b effect playing

a small role in the return current meanders. Notably, the

vortex stretching, advection, and b terms along 408S
strengthen at increased inertia, representative of in-

creased return current flow when the Agulhas Current

transport is high. Well-defined VSTR and ADV patterns

around theAgulhas Plateau at 268E strengthen with the

current transport, indicating a potentially strong to-

pographical control downstream of the retroflection

(Matano 1996; Speich et al. 2006).

Agulhas rings, the mechanism via which most leakage

occurs, form at the retroflection due to mixed barotropic

(BT) and baroclinic (BC) instability (Chassignet and

Boudra 1988). Indicators for BT and BC can be derived

from the potential [(6)] and kinetic energy [(7)] conver-

sion terms, which we integrate over the top 1000m

FIG. 10. Depth-integrated vorticity balance terms for the top 300m ofARC112r, derived via (3)–(5). (a)–(c) The fields for theARC112r,

ARC112p40, and ARC112m40 experiments, respectively. BETA, HMIX, ADV, and VSTR are contoured at 4 3 10212 s22 intervals.

Negative (positive) vorticity regions are contoured in gray (black) and shaded blue (purple).
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(Biastoch and Krauss 1999; Tsugawa and Hasumi 2010).

Primed values represent anomalies from the five daily

mean horizontal velocities u/y and potential density r.

The horizontal average of the potential density across the

domain represents the reference state ~r:

g

ð ð ð0
H

u0r0›r/›x1 y0r0›r/›y
d~r/dz

dV and (6)
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Barotropic instability characterizes much of the re-

gion bounded by the ARC112r retroflection (Fig. 11a).

The shelf break, Agulhas Bank, and retroflection ex-

tremity, the likely site of ring formation, show an in-

creased propensity for eddy generation, reflected in high

BT and BC values (Fig. 11b). Spatially integrated values

(Fig. 11c) show that increased inertia drives increased

instability in the upstream current around the shelf break,

consistent with the large EKE changes here (Fig. 6).

Downstream, baroclinic instability increases, but baro-

tropic changes are smaller, suggesting that ring formation

may not be as heavily impacted. Notably, downstream

values are lower at reduced wind stress, despite inertial

theory suggesting a stronger leakage in this case. In-

creases in upstream BT are echoed by large negative

anomalies in the return current, suggesting that eddies

are increasingly incorporated into the mean flow here

when flow strengthens.

4. Discussion

Sverdrup dynamics dictate that, to the first order,

western boundary transport is determined by the zonally

integrated wind stress curl across an ocean basin. How-

ever, our results show that, although theAgulhas Current

responds linearly to wind stress north of 32.58S, the

magnitude of the response differs from Sverdrup esti-

mates. Biastoch et al. (2009b) previously noted this dis-

crepancy, ascribing it to topographical shielding (Matano

et al. 2002) and eddy-mean interactions (Biastoch et al.

2009a). Here, we expand on this, demonstrating that on

decadal time scales, transport anomalies generated by

upstream trade wind variability can propagate southward

under the influence of western boundary inertia, reaching

the retroflection despite no modification of the forcing

field at this latitude. Consequently, although intensified

trade windsmay result in a stronger Agulhas Current, the

exact response cannot be directly inferred (Biastoch et al.

2009b), emphasizing the need for direct monitoring (Beal

et al. 2009).

Model behavior in turbulent regions is highly sensitive

to numerical choices (Backeberg et al. 2009; Barnier

et al. 2006). For robustness, we investigate the dynami-

cal link between the Agulhas Current and leakage using

two model platforms: ROMS and NEMO. While model

behavior differs at lower resolution (eddy permitting

and below), the sensitivity of the Agulhas leakage to

incoming transport invariably decreases as the resolu-

tion becomes finer. In the eddy-resolving regime, the

models converge, and the two configurations (ARC112

and INALT01) present a common response: one where

FIG. 11. Spatial distribution of depth-integrated (a) BT and

(b) BC instability in the top 1000m of the ARC112r experiment,

inferred from the kinetic and potential energy conversion terms.

The black, red and blue contours track the 20-yr mean retroflection

positions for ARC112r, ARC112m40, and ARC112p40 experi-

ments, respectively. Gray contours show the 400- and 3000-m iso-

baths. (c) The values of the BC and BT terms, integrated across the

upstream (Up) and downstream (Down) boxes, are summarized.
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trade wind–driven Agulhas Current variability has no

significant effect on the leakage.

The Agulhas retroflection mediates the division of the

Agulhas Current into the eastward return current and

westward leakage components, the latter being of pri-

mary climatic interest (de Ruijter et al. 1999; Beal et al.

2011). Key to retroflection dynamics is the balance be-

tween viscosity and inertia (Dijkstra and de Ruijter

2001). It has been suggested that, at 1/48, ROMS may be

overly viscous (van Sebille et al. 2010a). However, low

Ekman numbers and HMIX terms imply inertially

governed retroflections in both AGIO and ARC112.

The vorticity balance we derive for the latter shows

a pattern consistent with Boudra and Chassignet (1988),

specifically, an inertial overshoot associated with in-

shore isopycnal doming and a retroflection governed by

relative vorticity advection and vortex stretching. How-

ever, in our simulations, a stronger inertial overshoot

does not result in the earlier retroflection suggested by

Ou and deRuijter (1986), due to continued topographical

interaction with the Agulhas Bank and Agulhas Plateau.

Subsequently, upstream changes in inertia are reflected in

the stronger vortex stretching and advection terms in the

first meander of the return current, symptomatic of the

increased transport here.

Control of the retroflection position by bathymetry

has been noted both in previous numerical model stud-

ies (Matano 1996; Speich et al. 2006) and observations

(Dencausse et al. 2010). In AGIO, we see that sub-

stantial smoothing of this bathymetry can reduce the

angle of the shelf break, and the prominence of the

Agulhas Bank minimizes the propensity for inertial

overshoot, permitting an overly westward retroflection

and an enhanced leakage. However, a comparative im-

mobile retroflection position, as seen in ARC112, is

consistent with modern observations, which show that,

excepting the 2001 extreme event, it has remained re-

markably stable since 1992 (Dencausse et al. 2010;

Backeberg et al. 2012). Further support comes from

paleoceanographic studies that suggest Last Glacial

Maximum retroflection longitudes near to the present

position (Franzese et al. 2009).

Chassignet and Boudra (1988) show that ring formation

occurs through mixed barotropic–baroclinic instability.

Tsugawa and Hasumi (2010) suggest that barotropic in-

stability may drive increased Agulhas variability, through

Natal pulses.Wenote a similar upstream response here, at

higher inertia. While Biastoch and Krauss (1999) find that

the retroflection is governed by baroclinic instability, it is

the transfer from mean to kinetic energy (BT) that ap-

pears key to ring formation (Chassignet and Boudra

1988). Here, we find this to be near constant in the ret-

roflection loop, and increased upstream eddy production,

reflected in regional EKE anomalies, is incorporated back

into the mean in the return current.

Previous comparisons of Eulerian and Lagrangian

leakage estimates find that the former approach can

substantially underestimate volume flux (van Sebille

et al. 2010b). By introducing a passive tracer, we remove

this constraint and the methodologies converge on a

common flux value where the retroflection is more re-

alistic (i.e., in ARC112). In contrast, where overly

westward retroflection positions occur, Lagrangian

floats are unable to recirculate, causing a leakage

overestimation of 5 Sv.

The semicontinuous subtropical front is not a barrier

to southward flux (Dencausse et al. 2011). Le Bars et al.

(2012) identify a turbulent retroflection regime, where

leakage is asymptotically limited by increased cross-

frontal mixing in the return current. Under intensified

trade winds we note a stronger southward flux at the

retroflection and greatly increased EKE along the sub-

tropical front.While our experiments differ from Le Bars

et al. (2012), as we do not modify the westerly winds,

our results suggest the possibility of inertially driven in-

creases in southward export of Indian Ocean waters.

Two recent hindcast studies have explored the long-

term behavior of the Agulhas system (Biastoch et al.

2009b; Rouault et al. 2009). While they agree on a

leakage increase since the 1980s, they record respective

negative and positive trends in Agulhas Current trans-

port. It has been argued that the anticorrelation seen in

Biastoch et al. (2009b) is causal (van Sebille et al. 2009).

However, the results presented here suggest that this

may not be the case. The models used here are similar to

the Rouault et al. (2009) (SAfE) and Biastoch et al.

(2009b) (AG01) configurations (section 2b), and the

interannual forcing applied (Table 3, suffix i) is consis-

tent with that used in the latter. Under this forcing, all

the models discussed here show long-term trends con-

sistent with AG01. However, physically, AGIOi differs

little from SAfE, suggesting that the differing trends

seen between Rouault et al. (2009) and Biastoch et al.

(2009b) may be attributable to the choice of forcing

and/or boundary conditions.

Recent intensification of the westerly winds has been

documented in observations and coupled models (Swart

and Fyfe 2012). Durgadoo et al. (2013) find that the

leakage responds strongly to intensified westerlies, in-

creasing in magnitude despite no immediate change in

Agulhas transport at 328S. Here, we show a complemen-

tary result: Agulhas Current transport responds strongly

to trade wind intensity, with minimal change in leakage.

Having establishedmechanisms bywhich the two systems

can vary independently, we suggest that, while correla-

tions between themmay exist in the short term, theymay
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not be indicative of a reliable dynamical connection.

Rather they arise with changes in both the trades and

westerlies part of the larger atmospheric circulation.

Observations and reanalysis products suggest that

Indian Ocean winds are intensifying (Han et al. 2010;

Gillett and Thompson 2003; Swart and Fyfe 2012),

producing an attendant response in Agulhas mesoscale

variability (Backeberg et al. 2012). Comparing the ki-

netic energy anomalies for ARC112p40 with observed

trends (Backeberg et al. 2012) yields clear similarities. A

common increase in EKE and MKE in the NEMC, the

increased (decreased) EKE in the north (south) of the

MZC, and amean intensification in the northernAgulhas

Current suggests that the observed responses are dy-

namically attributable to tradewind intensification. South

of 258S, our anomalies do not match the observed trend.

Therefore, it is unsurprising that we cannot represent the

variability observed here.

Although coherent in its southern reaches, theAgulhas

Current carries the imprint of mesoscale variability gen-

erated around Madagascar. Multiple studies have linked

eddy generation in the MZC and SEMC to Agulhas ring

formation (Penven et al. 2006b; Schouten et al. 2002).

Here, we induce pronounced changes in source region

EKE, and it is surprising to find that the leakage is min-

imally affected. However, in idealized studies, Pichevin

et al. (1999) show that upstream current meanders have

no influence on ring generation, a result consistent with

the observed discrepancy between ring formation, 5 6
1 yr21 (Schouten et al. 2002), and Natal pulse rates,

1.6 yr21 (Rouault and Penven 2011). Similarly, upstream

transport pulses may accelerate ring generation, but do

not impact ring formation rates (Pichevin et al. 1999).

Further, OGCM experiments confirm that excluding

source region variability from eddy-resolving models af-

fects ring path and timing, but does not produce a change

in leakage (Biastoch et al. 2008c).

As observations show an increase in retroflection tur-

bulence since 1993, and hindcast experiments show a re-

cent increase in Agulhas leakage, it has been suggested

that altimetry-derived EKE may be used as a proxy

for interbasin flux (Backeberg et al. 2012). However,

Durgadoo et al. (2013) showcase where increased tur-

bulence is associated with decreased interbasin flux, and

here we show that changes in EKE do not mandate any

leakage change, suggesting that the two quantities do not

have an obvious relationship.

The Agulhas Current time series (ACT) array (Beal

et al. 2009) is designed to produce a hydrographic record

of the Agulhas Current that can be used to calibrate

a coincident altimetry track for long-term monitoring.

Because of the inferred anticorrelation between current

transport and leakage (van Sebille et al. 2009), it has

been suggested that ACT may provide a proxy for the

latter (van Sebille et al. 2010a). This is an attractive

proposition, as annual estimates for the leakage are hard

to derive from in situ observations. In reality, it is un-

likely that the trade and westerly winds will vary in-

dependently, as both are part of the large-scale climate

system. However, the apparent freedom with which the

Agulhas Current can change, with little downstream

consequence necessitates treating any correlation with

a degree of skepticism. In this regard, the ACT array

becomes necessary in establishing a long-term Agulhas

Current time series, but efforts toward direct monitoring

of the Agulhas leakage remain essential.

5. Summary and conclusions

Four model configurations, of varying resolution,

have been used to quantify the response of the Agulhas

leakage to changes in the Agulhas Current, driven by

changes in the wind stress north of 32.58S. This response
has been investigated using complementary methodol-

ogies based on Lagrangian virtual floats and Eulerian

passive tracer flux.We show that an intensification of the

trade winds drives a stronger flow in both the tropical

and subtropical gyres. This is reflected in the transport

and in the Agulhas source regions and the modification

of the eddy variability in MZC and SEMC. The com-

bined contributions from the source regions produce

Agulhas Current transport anomalies at 328S, which

persist into the retroflection under inertia.

We find that changes inAgulhas Current transport have

a diminishing influence on the Agulhas leakage as the

resolution increases. In the eddy-resolving case, model

behavior converges and, on a multidecadal time scale,

annual-mean changes in the Agulhas Current exceeding

68Sv elicit no significant change in leakage magnitude.

This behavior is confirmed through complementary

Eulerian and Lagrangian leakage quantification methods,

which converge as retroflection position improves.

Trade wind stress anomalies imposed in the sensitivity

experiments induce a variability greater than twice the

annual standard deviation seen in the 1948–2007 CORE

v.2b reanalysis winds. From this, we conclude that,

during this period, the modification of the mean trans-

port of the Agulhas Current by the trade winds has

a minimal effect on the annual-mean interbasin flux.

Rather, it is more likely that changes in themagnitude of

the leakage are predominantly the result of the modu-

lation of the wind stress curl in the latitude of the

westerly winds (Durgadoo et al. 2013).

Previous hindcast experiments present a conflicting

picture of the dynamical link between the Agulhas

Current and leakage (Biastoch et al. 2009b; Rouault
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et al. 2009; van Sebille et al. 2009). Under the inter-

pretation presented here, these results can be recon-

ciled. The interannual experiments performed here

show a common weakening in the Agulhas Current with

time. However, we show that variability in the trade

winds can give rise to a strengthening or weakening

of the Agulhas Current, with no consequence for the

Agulhas leakage. As the Agulhas leakage is driven by

the westerly winds (Durgadoo et al. 2013), we suggest

that these trends arise as a consequence of the forcing

products used and that correlations between upstream

transport and Agulhas leakage may not be indicative of

a dynamical link. While observational arrays may be

able to exploit these correlations, their potential tran-

sience should be reconsidered.
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